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BEGIN YOUR FUTURE WITH IT

Progressive Education Society's

Modern College of Engineering
1186/A, Off J.M. Road, Shivaji nagar, Pune-05

Academic Year 2020-21 Sem I

DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

TO ACHIEVE ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE.
TO DEVELOP STUDENTS FOR BEING
COMPETENT IN DYNAMIC IT
ENVIRONMENT.
TO ENCOURAGE RESEARCH AND
INNOVATION.
TO INCULCATE MORAL AND
PROFESSIONAL ETHICS.

     
      “TO DEVELOP PROFICIENT IT
ENGINEERS FOR THE INDUSTRY AND
SOCIETY."

           

VISION

MISSION

THE ESSENCE OF “COGNIZANCE” IS PERCEIVED IN ITS NAME ITSELF
WHICH MEANS KNOWLEDGE AND AWARENESS. AT THE DEPARTMENT
OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY WE STRIVE TO GET INTO A
CONTINUOUS EDUCATION PROGRAM.TRUE EDUCATION IS TRAINING
OF BOTH THE HEAD AND THE HEART. HERE, THROUGH  OUR SENIORS
WHO STARTED THIS NEWSLETTER, WE HAVE DEVELOPED AN
ENVIRONMENT OF LOOKING AT THE POSITIVES IN ALL SITUATIONS
AND FOCUSING ON OUR STRENGTHS. WE ARE FOLLOWING THE PATH
THAT OUR SENIORS HAVE DISCOVERED AND TAKEN IT A BIT FURTHER
AHEAD THROUGH OUR ASPIRATIONS AND PERSPIRATION. SO LETS
ALL   

“WITNESS THE FUTURE OF IT”.

"Engineers are not born, they are made. We are indeed living in information
technology (IT) age. Our commitment to the students is that they will definitely
honour two words “INFORMATION” with “TECHNOLOGY”. Department’s
primary objective is to ensure good academic environment for all the students.
With bright academic, students can excel with excellence Iin their professional
career.Department is carrying out number of activities which will shape the
professional career of the student as technocrat/techno manager. We welcome
you to our department by taking the first step of success."

MESSAGE FROM HOD’s DESK
Dr. Prof. Mrs. S. D. Deshpande

STAFF IN CHARGE's VIEW
Ms.Poonam Rakibe

"Persistence and Determination are the keys
to success. Persistence is the commitment to
finish what you have started, even if it means
going an extra mile when the odds are stacked
against you. The rate at which we go is
irrelevant. In today’s era, the changing nature
of I.T. industry have made persistence and
determination crucial than ever."

STUDENT CO-ORDINATOR's VIEW

COGNIZANCE 

Devika Shendkar, Shantanu Warkari

"We thank the Department of Information Technology on
behalf  of  editorial team for giving us this unprecedented
opportunity of working on the newsletter. Our motto for
this enthralling opportunity was "Focus on the Journey, not
the Destination". We hope that this newsletter is as ecstatic
to the readers as it was to the editorial team."
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Possessing a strong sense of self-motivation doesn’t just make your students better equipped for
excelling in the classroom. Being self-motivated is a critical skill for life. It’s an integral
part of achieving goals, feeling fulfilled, moving up the career ladder and experiencing greater
personal satisfaction.  There are lots of ways to help motivate students. But finding ways to help them
develop their own intrinsic sense of motivation will stretch far beyond your time with them—
impacting the rest of their lives. To resurrect the old proverb, it’s the difference between giving them
a fish and teaching them to fish so they can feed themselves for life.
Here are five ways to help your students think about their own self-motivation:

1. Take the time to think about what motivates you. By truly taking the time to think about what
intrinsically and extrinsically motivates us on an individual level A few good questions to ask yourself
to find out if a specific task is a motivator are: Do you look forward to doing it? Does doing it make
you feel energized? After doing it, when you talk about it, do you light up? This could apply to being
analytical, leading a group, solving a problem, using your creativity, etc

2. You positively must stay positive. Negativity has a far greater negative impact on an outcome than
most people think. The easiest way to avoid it is to keep it in check and not allow it to creep in and
take over. Focusing on the positive and trying to see the silver lining in a situation can help. To do
this, try recalling and reliving past achievements, recognizing and stopping negative self-talk,
ditching all-or-nothing thinking and severely limiting (if not altogether avoiding) the most negative
people and sources of information in your life..

3. Compare yourself to yourself. For some, it’s best to compete with themselves. By setting a goal and
charting individual progress toward that goal, it becomes easier to see how far a person has come
compared to where they started. It’s a great way to draw attention to progress, focus on momentum
gained and keep it going. 

4. Verbalize and visualize your intentions. By giving words to what we want and what we plan to do to
attain it, we’re one step closer to making it a reality. Talking about our intentions to those we trust
and are close to is a powerful way of starting the process of giving it a shape and form. Telling
someone our plans helps ensure those intentions become a priority. It holds us accountable for taking
the necessary steps to make it happen (because we said we would). Without sharing our intentions
and goals with others, it becomes easier for them to fall by the wayside and never come to fruition. 

5. Your surroundings matter. While most people can attest to having a sunnier outlook in a bright,
organized space with lots of windows than they do in a dark, dreary basement filled with boxes, the
same goes for the people we surround ourselves with. It’s important not to underestimate the power
of spending time with (and energy on) people who bring out the best in us.. 

Understand that motivation is different for everyone. What motivates one person might fall flat with
the next, and what specifically motivates an individual changes and evolves over time. Sometimes
day to day, and other as a result of the size and scope of the task at hand. That being said, the better
students understand the benefits that result from harnessing a strong sense of self-motivation, the
more likely they’ll be to make the necessary changes to incorporate those skills into their daily
behavior.

YOU CAN DO IT: 
TIPS FOR 
SELF-MOTIVATION
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With deployments of IoT devices and the arrival of 5G fast wireless, placing compute and analytics close to where
data is created is making the case for edge computing.
Edge computing is transforming the way data is being handled, processed, and delivered from millions of devices
around the world. The explosive growth of internet-connected devices – the IoT – along with new applications
that require real-time computing power, continues to drive edge-computing systems.
Faster networking technologies, such as 5G wireless,are allowing for edge computing systems to accelerate the
creation or support of real-time applications, such as video processing and analytics, self-driving cars, artificial
intelligence and robotics, to name a few.
While early goals of edge computing were to  address the costs of bandwidth  for data traveling long distances
because of the growth of IoT-generated data, the rise of real-time applications that need processing at the edge
will drive the technology ahead.

What is edge computing?
Gartner defines edge computing as “a part of a distributed computing topology in which information processing
is located close to the edge – where things and people produce or consume that information.”
At its basic level, edge computing brings computation and data storage closer to the devices where it’s being
gathered, rather than relying on a central location that can be thousands of miles away. This is done so that data,
especially real-time data, does not suffer latency issues that can affect an application’s performance. In addition,
companies can save money by having the processing done locally, reducing the amount of data that needs to be
processed in a centralized or cloud-based location.
Edge computing was developed due to the exponential growth of IoT devices, which connect to the internet for
either receiving information from the cloud or delivering data back to the cloud. And many IoT devices generate
enormous amounts of data during the course of their operations.
Think about devices that monitor manufacturing equipment on a factory floor, or an internet-connected video
camera that sends live footage from a remote office. While a single device producing data can transmit it across a
network quite easily, problems arise when the number of devices transmitting data at the same time grows.
Instead of one video camera transmitting live footage, multiply that by hundreds or thousands of devices. Not
only will quality suffer due to latency, but the costs in bandwidth can be tremendous.
Edge-computing hardware and services help solve this problem by being a local source of processing and storage
for many of these systems. An edge gateway, for example, can process data from an edge device, and then send
only the relevant data back through the cloud, reducing bandwidth needs. Or it
can send data back to the edge device in the case of real-time application needs.
These edge devices can include many different things, such as an IoT sensor, an employee’s notebook computer,
their latest smartphone, the security camera or even the internet-connected microwave oven in the office break
room.Edge gateways themselves are considered edge devices within an edge-computing infrastructure.
Why does edge computing matter?
For many companies, the cost savings alone can be a driver towards deploying an edge-computing architecture.
Companies that embraced the cloud for many of their applications may have discovered that the costs in
bandwidth were higher than they expected.Increasingly, though, the biggest benefit of edge computing is the
ability to process and store data faster, enabling for more efficient real-time applications that are critical to
companies. Before edge computing, a smartphone scanning a person’s face for facial recognition would need to
run the facial recognition algorithm through a cloud-based service, which would take a lot of time to process.
With an edge computing model, the algorithm could run locally on an edge server or gateway, or even on the
smartphone itself, given the increasing power of smartphones. Applications such as virtual and augmented
reality, self-driving cars, smart cities and even building-automation systems require fast processing and response.

WHAT IS EDGE COMPUTING ?
 AND WHY IT MATTERS ?
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Our department has organized Poster painting competition cum exhibition with
theme Nation: My Role: My Duties under PixInsight club on 5th of February 2020
at Central Library.Honorable judge Prof. Dr. Mrs. L.N.Rajopadhye   and HOD
Dr.Prof. Mrs. S.D.Deshpande   inaugurated the competition cum exhibition of
posters., The winners of the competition are: Ms. Siddhi Wable, Ms. Pooja Dahale
and Ms. Simran Pathan from (BE-IT-A) won First Prize, Mr. Hrushikesh
Salgaonkar from (SYMCA) received second Prize.

Poster Painting Competition cum
Exhibition (Theme: Nation: My Role: My Duties)

This Event is organized  on 11th March 2020 by a team of students
from class SE – A from our department on the occasion of
International womens day to create awareness of the values like
empowerment of women and gender uniformity.Mr. Atharva then
Ms. Shreya and Ms. Zarafshan presented two beautiful songs. Mr.
Yash gave pledge to all students and staff members to honour and
respect the diverse role of women. He guided about steps for getting
pledge certificate from ‘pledge.mygov.in’ portal, by Ministry of
Women and Child Development.

International Women’s Day 2020

Project Poster Competition cum Exhibition

Our Department has organized a Project poster competition cum exhibition for
final year student’s project. Two judges Mr. Sandip Darveshi(Assist Design
Automation Pvt Ltd Director) and Mr. Mahesh Gawali(Avoma Sr. Software
Director) were invited for same from two different domains for evaluating
design and technologies of student’s poster. Judges evaluated students poster
from different angle like novelty, technology explained, project covered in terms
of scope, state of art of project.

ACTIVITIES
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Robin Hood academy is the institute which is working for  children who are from
slums & are   deprived from education n food. To educate them and spread
awareness to learn.IT department took initiative to permit to visit to engineering
college under ISR  for such students on 11th feruary 2020.RHA represetives from
our department Shubam Parmar, Adarsh Patel, Avinash Jannu, Swapnil
Karkhanis had taken initiative to manage and handle the students.

College visit for  deprived Children  of 
Robin Hood Academy

Department of Information technology is conducted session on
Opportunities through GATE and GRE the career. This session is
conducted by the TIME institute on 24th February 2020 In this
session mainly focused on to know the different available
opportunities and jobs through Gate and GRE examination.During
this session speaker explained the importance of GATE
examination for the higher studies, also explained syllabus for the
computer and IT students.

Session on  Opportunities through GATE and GRE 

GUEST LECTURE ON"GRAPHICS DESIGN AND APPLICATION
DEVELOPMENT: EXPLORE YOUR CREATIVITY

On 7th & 8th of February 2020 IT Department organized a session on “Graphics
Design And Application Development: Explore Your Creativity” under GraphiX
club & VVM to provide knowledge to students to explore knowledge in computer
graphics. Guest speaker Mr. Yadnesh Kulkarni started session and briefed about
Virtual Pipeline & OpenGL backend functioning& all basics needed for graphics
programming. Also he had shown demos of his projects.After this session
Students understood How to create 2D & 3D objects by applying programming
Skills.

ACTIVITIES
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The session on introduction to Python programming under App club was
conducted by Mandar Bhosale and Swapnil Karkhanis Last year students of 
department of IT on 29th February 2020. In this session the students were first
given the basic understanding of what Python programming language is, why it
is used, where it is used and how to use it. At the end of the session, students
were shown our department’s  website to show howPython Flask was  used for its
development to showcase a real time implementation of Python.

Session on Python
programming under App Club

One Week Online Faculty Development Program on
 R- Programming Language

Information Technology department of PES’s Modern College of Engineering,
Pune, in association with Spoken Tutorial, IIT B has organized One Week Online
Faculty Development Program on “R-Programming Language”. This FDP is
arranged to utilize lockdown period (due to Covid Pandemics) for learning new
technology. In this FDP, faculties from all over Maharashtra, Karnataka and
Andra- Pradesh are participated. It was online course. Participants studied R
watching videos from Spoken Tutorial web-portal.  There are total 23 videos
available for R and it gives basic knowledge of R.

ACTIVITIES

Newsletter  Team
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